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WHAT’S FIFPRO?
FIFPro is the worldwide representative organisation for all professional footballers; more than 60,000 players in total, male and
female. The World Players’ Union currently has 65 national players’
associations as their members. Five candidate members and four
observers hope to join FIFPro in the near future.

The mission ‘FIFPro supports players’ and our mission statement
‘FIFPro is the exclusive collective voice of the world’s professional
footballers’ are key principles. These are the two guiding foundations that underpin FIFPro’s activities.

WHO REPRESENTS:

WHAT’S SINDICATO

PLAYER

WORKING WITH:

MISSION:

PROXIMITY
COOPERATION
DIALOGUE

PLAYER’S VOICE

DOS JOGADORES?
The Portuguese Players’ Union is the representative body of football
players in Portugal, defending their rights and legitimate interests,
collective and individual, in the context of the sports employment
relationship.
We are the voice of the
player in Portugal

We are the voice of the player in
Portugal

We represent players in sports institutions and
government bodies

360º
We fight for the reinforcement of
the rights and guarantees for the
players

360º view from the player’s
point of view

We promote and encourage
social dialogue

WHAT’S FIFPRO TOURNAMENT?

It’s a competition organised by Unions where teams with
players without a contract, offering the participants a
chance to be options for clubs which can be interested in
free players.
This year hosted by the portuguese Union and support
by FIFPro and Portuguese FA, four teams will be played
in Odivelas, Portugal.
In twelve editions, the team of the portuguese Union has
always participated and the first edition played in Portu-

WHERE IS THE FIFPRO
TOURNAMENT PLAYED?
For the first time, Odivelas, 2020 European Sports
City, hosts the competition.
After Lisbon in 2007 and 2015, Odivelas has been chosen to host the FIFPro Tournament.
It’s in Odivelas that will be built the future home of the
Players’ Union, which will have the Player Academy,
a multidisciplinary project where, through sports, it’s
intended that the player can have a central role in
a relationship with the community based in several
actions.

Country: Portugal
City: Odivelas
Stadium: Player Academy

PARTICIPANT TEAMS
Portugal
Spain
Netherlands
Switzerland

CALENDAR
20th july

20TH
21ST
JULY

WHEN WILL THE FIFPRO
TOURNAMENT TAKE PLACE?

10h00: Spain vs. Switzerland
11h00: Portugal vs. Netherlands
12h00: Netherlands vs. Switzerland
17h00: Portugal vs. Switzerland
18h00: Netherlands vs. Spain
19h00: Portugal vs. Spain

21st july
11h00: 3rd/4th places
18h00: 1st/2nd places

The first edition of the FIFPro International
Tournament was played in Paris, France (2005)
and the winner was the host country.
Portugal played in all editions and was second in
2006. That time, the Players’ Union team, with
Emílio Peixe as a coach, has beaten Netherlands
and Slovenia (2-1 and 1-0), had a draw (0-0) with
Germany and lost 1-0 with France.
The Netherlands holds the record as a host
country of the FIFPro International Tournament:
seven times.
This will be the 13th edition of the Tournament.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS

EDUCATION
EDIÇÕES ANTERIORES
Besides the sporting offer, the FIFPro International Tournament also provide players education courses.

> Match-fixing
> Dual careers

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS
The International Tournament for players without a contract,
with the organisation of the Players’ Union, has the following
institutional partners:

MEDIA PARTNERS
The competition will be shown through online
streaming transmission with the cooperation of
MyCujoo.
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